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[1] Downward atmospheric longwave radiation (DLR) is an important component of the
terrestrial energy budget, strongly related with the greenhouse effect and therefore
remarkably affecting the climate. In this study, DLR at the surface has been calculated
using a one-dimensional radiative transfer model, Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric
Radiative Transfer (SBDART). A sensitivity study has been performed in order to assess
the influence of several variables on DLR levels for cloudless conditions. Among
these variables, the atmospheric profiles of temperature and water content have been
confirmed as the most important. Calculations have been compared with measurements
made with pyrgeometers. The study has been applied to data from two European stations,
Payerne (Switzerland) and Girona (Spain). For the Payerne case, for which radio
soundings were available, calculations show differences with measurements in the range
�2.7 ± 3.4 W m�2. For Girona, where no in situ radio soundings are available, soundings
taken about 90 km away and atmospheric profiles from a gridded analysis (European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)) were used along with the
meteorological information at screen level. In the latter case, differences between
modeling and measurements were about 0.3 ± 9.4 W m�2. From our results, it is found
that radiative transfer modeling of DLR can produce results that agree with measurements
reasonably well even if no in situ radio soundings are available; the use of profiles
from the ECMWF analyses does not greatly increase the bias, while the dispersion of
differences is only slightly larger than the uncertainty of the measurements. It has also
been confirmed that radiative transfer modeling produces better results than previously
published simple parameterizations based only on surface measurements.
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1. Introduction

[2] In the study of the terrestrial energy budget, the role
of each of its components and the corresponding influence
on the Earth’s climate are key questions. A particular
component of the energy budget is the downward
atmospheric longwave radiation (DLR). This infrared (4–
100 mm) radiation is emitted by the atmosphere itself,
mainly by H2O, CO2, and O3 molecules as well as by
aerosols, water droplets and ice crystals in clouds and
fog. This radiation is known as longwave, because it is
easily differentiated from the shortwave solar radiation; the
boundary between the two bands is set at 4 mm. DLR has a
relatively small year-to-year variation but is one of the
largest terms in the equation of the surface energy balance
and a crucial element in the discussion of climate change:
the most direct consequence experienced at the surface of
an enhanced concentration of atmospheric greenhouse gases

is an increased flux of incoming longwave radiation.
Therefore, DLR is one of the most promising parameters
to monitor greenhouse effect related to changes in the
amount of anthropogenic greenhouse gases and in cloud
cover [Wild et al., 1997, Marty et al., 2003].
[3] The study of the DLR can be addressed on the basis

of its measurements as well as from theoretical develop-
ments which try to explain its behavior. The latter are
normally focused on the modeling of atmospheric radiation,
which will also require measurements for evaluation and
validation purposes. DLR measurements also allow the
detection of cloudless sky situations and the evaluation of
cloud cover during nighttime, when shortwave measure-
ments are not available [Dürr and Philipona, 2004]. Finally,
the knowledge of DLR during cloudless sky conditions is
important to subsequently determine the radiative cloud
forcing in the infrared band [Marty et al., 2003].
[4] The DLR density flux (irradiance) emitted by the

atmosphere and incident onto the surface, LW#, can be
measured by pyrgeometers. These instruments arewidely used
in meteorological and climate research. Their use became
generalized compared to pyrradiometers [Duchon and Wilk,
1994] mainly because during long time measurement periods
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the stability of silicon windows of pyrgeometers is appreciably
better than that of polyethylene domes of pyrradiometers.
Compared with pyrradiometers, pyrgeometers have the
additional advantage of directly measuring the longwave
component, although they absorb a fraction of the shortwave
radiation too. Shadowing can further reduce shortwave
contribution during diurnal periods. When a modern
pyrgeometer is well and periodically calibrated, the accuracy
of the measured incoming longwave radiation may reach
3 W m�2 [Wild et al., 1997], which is a remarkable improve-
ment from the early pyrgeometers that had uncertainties
of around 10% [Philipona et al., 2001].
[5] In the past, a number of methods have been developed

for estimating LW# when measurements of this variable are
not available. Following the first empirical relationship
between LW# and water vapor pressure presented by
Ångström [1916], some other models that use surface-level
conditions (mainly air temperature and water vapor
pressure) have been published [Iziomon et al., 2003]. In
all cases, the starting point is that the atmosphere can be
considered as a gray body, so LW# is determined by the
bulk emissivity eatm and the effective temperature of the
overlying atmosphere Tatm according to

LW # ¼ eatms T4
atm; ð1Þ

where s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Since it is
difficult to determine both the bulk emissivity and the
effective temperature of a vertical column of the atmosphere
[Crawford andDuchon, 1999], LW# is usually parameterized
from the screen-level air temperature Ta and vapor pressure
e. Thus, in cloudless sky conditions, we have

LW # ¼ eatm Ta; eð Þ s T4
a : ð2Þ

[6] Different methods lead to different expressions to
estimate the emissivity from temperature and water vapor
pressure. When these simple estimations of LW# are
compared with measurements, the results are satisfactory
at least when applied to the site(s) where they were
developed, but also quite correct when applied to different
locations [Iziomon et al., 2003; Viúdez et al., 2007].
[7] More accurate modeling of LW#, however, is a

fundamental prerequisite for a reliable simulation of climate
by using coupled general circulation models (GCM) [Wild
et al., 2001]. For this accurate estimation, radiative transfer
models (RTM) are commonly used. There is a great variety
of RTM, depending on the approximation to the radiative
transfer equation, and on considered dimensions (from one-
dimensional plane-parallel models to three-dimensional
models). The progress of computing power over the recent
years has allowed replacement of simplified radiative
transfer schemes in GCM and numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models with more accurate radiation models [Dürr
et al., 2005].
[8] Various studies have been published which compare

LW# RTM calculations against measurements. In these
works, modeling has been performed taking into account
the available data from radio soundings launched at the
experimental site, therefore providing on-site temperature
and moisture profiles. Validation against measurements

show good agreement for cloudless skies conditions, with
a mean deviation (model minus measurement) of�3.2Wm�2

when MODTRAN [Berk et al., 2000] is used [Dürr et al.,
2005] and of only �0.7 W m�2 for LOWTRAN [Kneizys et
al., 1988] calculations [Schweizer and Gautier, 1995].
Standard deviation of differences between model and mea-
surements is 3.6 and 11.0 W m�2, respectively, for these
MODTRAN and LOWTRAN calculations, which corre-
spond to studies performed upon different data sets. On
the other hand, Long and Turner [2008] estimated the
intrinsic uncertainty of using LBLRTM for LW# estimations
[Turner et al., 2004] as 3.0 W m�2 which is understood to
be primarily due to uncertainty in the atmospheric state and
not in the line-by-line model. Morcrette [2002] assessed the
radiation fields produced by the operational European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF,
http://www.ecmwf.int) forecasts by using observations from
the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program Southern
Great Plains site over 2 months; for LW# under cloudless
conditions, he obtained a mean difference of 2 W m�2.
[9] Similarly, the objective of the present study is to show

how well LW# at the terrestrial surface can be estimated
during cloudless sky conditions using a one-dimensional
RTM. In the present study, however, special focus is
devoted to the case of unavailable in situ radio soundings,
i.e., when on-site atmospheric profiles are lacking. The
quantitative assessment of the model performance is made
on the basis of comparison with pyrgeometer measurements
at two sites. Gridded synthetic data have been used to
approach the vertical atmospheric profiles of temperature
and water vapor pressure for both sites. Soundings obtained
in situ or, when not available, at a nearby location have also
been used. The inclusion of surface-level meteorological
data is analyzed too. All tests have been carried out with
Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer
(SBDART), a one-dimensional RTM developed by
Ricchiazzi et al. [1998]. In this study the model performance
has been analyzed only for periods of cloudless skies;
different automatic and manual methods have been used
to choose these cloudless sky cases.

2. Observational Data

[10] Data used in this study are taken from two different
places: Payerne (Switzerland) and Girona (Spain), as
detailed below.
[11] Payerne is located at 46�490N, 6�570E, 490 m asl.

This Meteo Swiss station is part of the Alpine Surface
Radiation Budget (ASRB) network. The most important
data used in this work are the LW# measurements obtained
with a shaded pyrgeometer model CG4 by Kipp-Zonen. The
available data are 10-min averages of irradiance measure-
ments originally recorded as 1-min averages. This
pyrgeometer is nearby an Eppley pyrgeometer pertaining
to a colocated Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN)
station; when compared, both pyrgeometers give a very
good agreement (differences usually less than 5 W m�2).
On the other hand, surface meteorological data used in this
study (temperature, relative humidity and air pressure at
screen level) are taken from the nearby meteorological
tower. Also, for the upper layer conditions, this station
provides radio sounding data twice a day, at around noon
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and midnight time approximately (1100 UTC and
2300 UTC).
[12] The second database comes from the radiometric and

meteorological station of the Physics Department of the
University of Girona (Spain), which is located at 41�580N,
2�500E, 110 m asl. The radiometric station comprises,
among other sensors, a pyrgeometer CG1 for longwave
radiation measurements, a pyrheliometer CH1 and two
pyranometers CM11 (all of them by Kipp-Zonen) for
measuring separately the components (direct, diffuse, global)
of solar radiation. Although the station is not part of any
national or international network, it is run under the recom-
mendations of the BSRN. Thus, radiometers are supervised
and cleaned daily, measurements are recorded in 1 min basis,
and all instruments are periodically calibrated against trace-
able references. The pyrgeometer is mounted on a Sun tracker
(model 2AP by Kipp-Zonen) provided with a shadowing
device to assure the filtering out of the small solar contribu-
tion in the longwave band. Meteorological variables are also
measured, including temperature, relative humidity, and
atmospheric pressure. For the present study, all data were
averaged at 10-min intervals, irrespective of their original
sampling intervals. No atmospheric soundings are avail-
able at this site; however, we used when necessary (see
section 3.3) data from the radio soundings taken at Barcelona,
some 90 km southward. These are launched at nighttime
(0000 UTC) and at daytime (1200 UTC). A sky camera is
also available in Girona, which takes one image every
minute between sunrise and sunset; images are then
manually inspected or automatically processed for cloud
fraction estimation [Long et al., 2006a] and cloud type
identification [Calbó and Sabburg, 2008].
[13] The main instruments used in this study were the two

pyrgeometers, which are from the same brand (Kipp-Zonen)
but different models: CG4 at Payerne and CG1 at Girona.
The features for these instruments only differ in the field of
view: 180� for the CG4 and 150� for the CG1. However, as
the CG1 pyrgeometer is calibrated outdoors against a CG4
instrument, we can consider that, at least under homogenous
skies, the measurements taken with a CG1 are quite
representative of the 180� field of view. Both pyrgeometers
are sensible to the same spectral range, from 4 mm to 45 mm.
We have assumed, however, that calibration for both instru-
ments is valid for the whole infrared range (2–100 mm) and
corresponds to LW# coming from the whole sky hemi-
sphere. The CG4 from Payerne uses the initial calibration
from the manufacturer done by comparison to a reference
CG4, which calibrated at the Infrared Radiometry Section of
the World Radiation Centre (IRS-WRC) that is part of the
Physicalisch Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos
(PMOD/WRC). This laboratory is the reference center of
the World Meteorological Organization for the standard
calibration of radiometric instruments. Similarly, the
CG1 from Girona was calibrated in May 2005 at the
manufacturer facilities, and in June 2007 at PMOD/WRC.
Regarding the accuracy of these instruments, the CG1
Instruction Manual indicates an ‘‘estimated accuracy of
measurement’’ of ±10%. This value seems a very high
estimate, and includes the uncertainty of the net radiation
actually measured by the sensor and that of the measure-
ment of the instrument temperature, which is also used to
compute LW#, as well as the uncertainty derived from the

reduced field of view. For the case of the CG4, the Manual
indicates an accuracy of 3% (for daily totals) and an
‘‘estimated inaccuracy of measurement’’ of less than
7.5 W m�2.
[14] Several years of data are available at both sites.

However, we have limited the present study to a few days
that were selected on the basis of several criteria, the main
one being the absence of clouds. The days from Payerne
database were selected by using an automated method. This
method is called automatic partial cloud amount detection
algorithm (APCADA) [Dürr and Philipona, 2004]. It is
based on measurements of LW#, temperature, and relative
humidity at screen-level height, and provides cloud cover
estimates every 10 min during both daytime and nighttime.
Thus, an important advantage of this method is that it can
provide estimates of cloudiness all day round.
[15] The identification of cloudless sky conditions at

Girona was performed first by visual inspection of short-
wave irradiance evolutions, with the objective of finding
periods of at least two completely cloudless consecutive
days. For these periods, inspection of the nighttime behavior
of longwave irradiance was made in order to confirm the
absence of clouds. Afterward the cloudless sky days were
checked by means of two automated algorithms. The first
automated algorithm was developed by Long and Ackerman
[2000], and it is based on shortwave irradiance measure-
ments, so it is only applicable for daylight periods. This
method identifies periods of cloudless skies for a 160� field
of view using 1-min measurements of global and diffuse (or
direct) shortwave irradiances. Both the absolute values of
the irradiances and their variability are used to select
cloudless conditions, like other authors have also checked
[Calbó et al., 2001]. The identification of cloudless skies is
the basis for the definition of the shortwave cloud forcing,
which can be used to infer cloud cover [Long et al., 2006b].
The second automated method applied to Girona data was
APCADA (explained above); previously, the specific
empirical parameters needed to run the algorithm were
determined from 2 years of meteorological and infrared
data. Finally, for the daytime periods, the sky conditions
were additionally checked against images from the whole
sky camera. Note that the selection of cloudless skies by
using shortwave and longwave instantaneous data is not
perfect: a number of cases selected as cloudless may present
high, thin cirrus clouds in the sky [Dupont et al., 2008]. The
inclusion of some of such cases in our databases could have
some impact in our results.

3. Model and Simulations

3.1. SBDART Model

[16] For the estimations of LW# at the terrestrial surface
we have used the RTM called SBDART from Ricchiazzi et
al. [1998]. This is a FORTRAN code which uses a discrete
ordinate radiative transfer (DISORT) code [Liou, 1973,
Stamnes et al., 1988] to solve the radiative transfer equation
for a vertically inhomogeneous plane parallel atmosphere.
The model incorporates some parameterizations to account
for the effects of the atmospheric components: gases,
aerosol, and warm or ice clouds. Also, among other options,
users can choose standard atmospheres or, alternatively,
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input their own atmospheric profile coming from a radio
sounding or a meteorological model.
[17] In this work, the DISORT module has been run with

16 streams, which is considered an adequate number of
streams to achieve a good accuracy in flux calculations
[Liou, 1973]. For each simulation, the spectral downward
irradiance has been calculated in the range 2–100 mm,
in steps of 1% in wavelength, that is, steps growing from
0.02 mm up to 1 mm. This growing wavelength increment,
which is an option included in SBDART, was chosen as a
compromise between spectral resolution (the DLR spectrum
is much more irregular for short wavelengths than for
wavelengths near 100 mm) and computer time. Then,
spectral downward irradiance has been integrated to obtain
the total downward irradiance, LW#. The solar contribution
in the range 2–4 mm has not been considered in the
calculation bearing in mind that solar radiation contribution
was excluded from the measurements either by shading the
pyrgeometers (Girona) or by using only nighttime measure-
ments (Payerne).
[18] For all simulations in this study we have considered

the atmosphere divided in 65 layers, with higher resolution
(10 or 100 m depending on the specific case) close to the
surface and lower resolution above. The uppermost layer is
15 km thick, between 85 km and the top of the atmosphere
at 100 km. By default, the underlying terrestrial surface is
assumed as a blackbody by the model.

3.2. Sensitivity Analyses

[19] In order to determine which atmospheric information
is more relevant to be introduced for longwave radiative
transfer simulations, a sensitivity analysis was performed. A
first consideration, based on the physics of the phenomenon
and on related literature, is that the atmospheric profile of
temperature and water vapor content must have a very
remarkable effect on LW# under cloudless conditions. Other
atmospheric constituents, such as some trace gases and
aerosols, could also affect longwave irradiance levels.
[20] The atmospheric temperature profile is the result of

the equilibrium between radiative and convective processes.
The temperature profile at the lower layers, close to the
surface, is highly variable, as it depends mainly on
conditions at the surface, which depend in turn on the sky
conditions and the time of the day. Therefore, during clear
sky conditions and daytime periods the temperature lapse
rate is usually positive (lower layers are warmer than upper
layers within the boundary layer), while during nighttime an
inversion layer may appear, producing a negative tempera-
ture lapse rate. This behavior must affect directly the LW#,
so for its correct modeling we need to evaluate the changes
on temperature profiles.
[21] Atmospheric moisture also influences the longwave

radiative flux, since water vapor is an important greenhouse
gas [Ruckstuhl et al., 2007]. As almost 50% of water vapor
is found within the first 1000 m above the surface, and
about 90% of LW# originates from this region [Marty,
2000], influence of water vapor must obviously be taken
into account, including the large diurnal, annual and spatial
variability [e.g., Held and Soden, 2000; Dai et al., 2002;
Trenberth et al., 2003].
[22] We have considered some default conditions in

SBDART to define a reference for the sensitivity simula-

tions. Thus, this reference is characterized by the absence of
clouds and by the default values for the amounts of several
gases, including ozone. Temperature, water content, and
ozone profiles correspond to the midlatitude summer atmo-
spheric (MLS) profile that is included in the source code.
The vertical resolution of profiles and of the grid used by
the model has been set to 100 m for the first 2 km. This
could be considered a low resolution, but we have adopted
it since our final goal is to study the DLR when no direct
information about the atmospheric profile is available. Thus,
it makes no sense to consider a higher resolution. Aerosol
for this reference case is characterized by its optical depth at
550 nm (0.1), single scattering albedo (0.9), asymmetry
factor (0.8) and wavelength exponent in the Ångström
law (1.2), which describes wavelength dependence of
the aerosol optical depth. For this case, simulated LW# is
341.0 W m�2. From this reference value, we have checked
the effect of different variables that may induce some
variation in LW#.
[23] Figure 1 shows the sensitivity of LW# to changes in

the temperature profile. Variations of ±5 K and ±10 K have
been applied to each of the lower layers. Sensitivity to these
changes decreases with altitude in a pronounced manner.
For the layer closer to the ground, sensitivity reaches
2.72 W m�2 K�1, whereas for the next layer above the
sensitivity is only 0.66 W m�2 K�1. Thus, knowledge of
the temperature profile is very important at layers close to
the surface, in order to correctly estimate LW#. Also,
Figure 1 shows the accumulated effect of changing temper-
ature in all layers below a specified altitude. From this, we
can conclude that sensitivity of LW# against changes in the
temperature profile is limited to about 4 W m�2 K�1,
reaching this value when the change is applied to the whole
temperature profile. These values, as all values shown in
Figure 1, are easily obtained since the effect on LW# of
changing temperatures is highly linear.
[24] The behavior of LW# when changing the water vapor

content is shown in Figure 2. Variations of ±10% and ±20%
with respect to the MLS absolute water vapor content have
been applied. For example, for a vapor content of 5 g�3,
changes of ±0.5 and ±1 g�3 have been tested. Note that
these changes, despite of keeping the temperature constant,
may mean similar percent changes of relative humidity, so
meaning that we are exploring a range of approximately
±20% in relative humidity. The sensitivity of LW# to
changes on water vapor content applied to single layers
does not depend on altitude as strongly as in the case of
temperature changes. For the layers near the surface, sensi-
tivity is about 0.05 W m�2 per percent change in water
vapor content. The influence of changes in individual layers
above 2 km can be neglected. Accumulated effect of
changes in vapor content applied to all layers below a
specified altitude is also shown in Figure 2. The effect
in the first 2 km is around 0.55 W m�2 per percent change
in water content, and it is limited to about 0.65 W m�2 per
percent change for the 5 km above the surface
(corresponding virtually to the whole water vapor content
of the atmosphere). Like in the case of temperature changes,
sensitivities are computed from linear regression on the five
tests (±10%, ±20%, and the reference case) performed at
each level.
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[25] Other atmospheric components that affect surface
LW# in absence of clouds are some greenhouse gases
(CO2, CH4, O3) and aerosols. Thus, we have tested the
sensitivity of LW# against changes in the amount of these
constituents.
[26] The effect of CO2 has been tested by changing its

concentration up to a value of 379 ppm, the mean value for
year 2007 according to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) [Forster et al., 2007], which is a
bit more than a 5% above the default value in SBDART
(360 ppm). The surface LW# obtained for the former
concentration was 341.13 W m�2, that is 0.12 W m�2

greater than the value for the default conditions. Increments
of 25%, 50% and 100% were also applied, which lead to
increments for LW# of 0.54, 1.0 and 1.76 W m�2, respec-
tively. These values are clearly lower than the radiative
forcing values obtained by using GCM. The latter, however,
take into account the positive water vapor feedback and
other feedbacks in a warmer atmosphere [Wild et al., 1997].
Since CO2 amount changes at long time scales (years), we
have adopted here a fixed value (379 ppm) for the rest of
this study.
[27] For methane, default value in SBDART is 1.74 ppm,

very close to the value from the recent IPCC report for
2007, 1.774 ppm. When the latter value is used instead of
the default, change in LW# is absolutely negligible. If
methane is doubled, LW# increases by only 0.12 W m�2.
Thus, we assume that the influence of short-time variations
in methane amount can be neglected in LW# calculations.
[28] The influence of ozone on DLR has also been

evaluated. First, we have considered changes in total ozone
column with respect the value for the reference case (the
MLS atmosphere), which is 0.324 atm cm (324 Dobson
Units). When total ozone column decreases to 0.250 atm cm
or increases to 0.450 atm cm, LW# decreases by 0.34 Wm�2

or increases by 0.55 W m�2, respectively. We conclude that
large changes in total ozone column only produce small
variations in LW#. Ozone profile variations, i.e., distribution
of ozone in the vertical, have also been considered. The

ozone contribution to LW# mainly corresponds to the
amount of tropospheric ozone. Tropospheric ozone is a
difficult gas to keep track of, owing to its short lifespan
and the fact that its concentrations can vary hugely from
place to place, in particular within the boundary layer. In
this sensitivity study, we have left unchanged the ozone
column above 1 km (0.320 atm cm), and then we have
applied changes to the ozone amount within the first
kilometer of the atmosphere, which would approximate
the boundary layer. For a relatively low amount of ozone
within the first kilometer, that is 0.001 atm cm, LW#
decreases by 0.12 W m�2 with respect the reference. On
the other hand, for a value of 0.008 atm cm, LW# increases
by 0.41 W m�2. This ozone amount would correspond to a
concentration at the surface of 180 mg m�3, which is
considered as a threshold value for population information
by an European Council Directive (92/72/EEC, http://
www.eea.eu.int). The longwave radiative forcing at the
surface of a typical 0.004 atm cm amount of ozone within
the first kilometer would approximately be 0.34 W m�2.
This result is consistent with other studies [Evans et al.,
2004] and cited as well in the IPCC 2001 report. Given the
relatively small effect of boundary layer ozone, and the
difficulties in accessing actual data, we will neglect surface
ozone variations in this study.
[29] The sensitivity to the aerosol contribution has also

been evaluated. SBDART can compute the radiative effects
of stratospheric and several tropospheric aerosol types. For
the lower atmosphere, typical rural, urban, or maritime
conditions can be simulated using the standard aerosol
models [Shettle and Fenn, 1975]. Users can also define
their own aerosol type. The first check regarding the aerosol
effect was performed by varying the aerosol optical depth at
550 nm (AOD) in four steps: 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6, which
is a way to specify variations in aerosol load. All the above
mentioned aerosol types were also checked. Considering
several aerosol types may be understood as an approximation
to changes of important parameters which need to be

Figure 2. Sensitivity of LW# against changes in water
vapor content performed on 100-m-thick single layers
(dashed line) and the accumulated effect (solid line) for all
layers below the specified altitude. Sensitivity is expressed
in units of W m�2 per percent change of absolute water
vapor content.

Figure 1. Sensitivity of LW# against temperature changes
performed on 100-m-thick single layers (dashed line) and
the accumulated effect (solid line) for all layers below the
specified altitude.
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considered in the longwave effects of aerosols, such as the
size distribution and the composition since their
absorption (short and longwave) and emission (longwave)
properties depend on their size and their refractive
index. The dependence of LW# on AOD resulted to be
linear, with slopes, that is, sensitivities, between a maximum
of 8.70 W m�2 per AOD unit, for the maritime case, and a
minimum of 4.93 W m�2 per AOD unit, for the rural case.
For a relatively low value of 0.1 for AOD, the sensitivity to
the aerosol model is low, with a maximum LW# difference
of 0.41 W m�2 between the rural and the maritime aerosol.
When we include a user aerosol characterized by a single
scattering albedo of 0.9, asymmetry factor of 0.8 and
wavelength exponent in the Ångström law of 1.2, the
sensitivity of LW# to AOD is markedly lower than for the
standard aerosol models, probably because the user model is
adjusted for the shortwave band, but it might not describe
correctly the characteristics of the aerosol in the longwave
region. For Girona calculations the specified user aerosol
was used, whereas the rural aerosol was selected for
Payerne. This makes no difference in practice, taking into
account that for a typical value of AOD = 0.1 both aerosol
models produce very similar results of LW#. Moreover, we
have assumed that for sites with low aerosol load, maximum
variations of AOD along a day are also low, of the order of
0.1 AOD units. Also, variations of monthly averages of
AOD are considered very low. In conclusion, AOD has
been fixed to a single value at each site, as specified below,
for all further analyses in the present study.
[30] In summary, in this study we will only introduce in

the model information about the most important variables
affecting the LW# estimation: temperature and water vapor
content profiles, and total ozone column.

3.3. Description of DLR Modeling Experiments

[31] The SBDART model was used to estimate LW#, by
introducing available relevant information about the atmo-
spheric conditions. For Payerne, more information about
atmospheric conditions was available than for Girona,
therefore we performed different tests for these two sites.
However, after the sensitivity analysis, some conditions
were fixed in all simulations, both for Payerne and for
Girona. In particular, some GHG were fixed: CO2 and CH4

concentrations to 379 and 1.774 ppm, respectively, and the
rest of atmospheric gases according with their default values
in SBDART. On the other hand, the ozone amount was
taken from the values recorded by the TOMS instrument on
board the Earth Probe satellite. The total ozone amount was
vertically distributed according to the profile of the standard
atmosphere. Atmospheric profiles for pressure, temperature
and water vapor content were interpolated from the chosen
data to obtain the values at the selected grid levels. For the
layers above the top of the available profiles, the standard
atmosphere was used: a summer midlatitude atmosphere for
the period April–August, and the corresponding winter
version for the period September–March. Simulations were
made for some periods selected from data taken at Payerne
and Girona, chosen with the methodologies explained in
section 2, and always restricted to cloud fraction being
less than 1 octa. Afterward, depending on the data available
at each site, we used different criteria to perform the
calculations.

[32] For Payerne, a total of 44 nighttime cases, taken at
2300 UTC (corresponding to the sounding launch times),
were considered. These cases spread over 8 months along a
year (July 2007 to June 2008). For these cases, ground-level
temperature ranges from 273.5 K (for a winter day) to
293.4 K (for a summer day) and water vapor content ranges
from 3.5 g�3 to 13.5 g�3. Measured LW# is within the range
219.7 W m�2 to 341.8 W m�2. Atmospheric profiles for
pressure, temperature and water vapor content were
obtained as a combination of the radio sounding profiles
taken at this site with the surface values of pressure,
temperature and humidity measured by the meteorological
station. On the other hand, rural aerosol model was used in
simulations, corresponding to the environmental conditions
at Payerne. The aerosol load was described by a visibility
parameter fixed to 34 km corresponding to a low atmo-
spheric content of suspended particles. For this case, the
65 layers used by the model have been distributed with a
maximum resolution of 10 m from the surface up to 200 m
above the surface; the resolution decays rapidly for higher
levels.
[33] For Girona, a total of 19 cases, including nighttime

(12 cases) and daytime (7 cases), were analyzed. The days
selected have a wide range of conditions at the surface,
which represent the seasonal variability at this site (cases
taken from July 2005 to April 2006). Ground-level temper-
ature ranges from 274.6 K (for a winter day) to 309.2 K (for
a summer day). In turn, water vapor content ranges from
4.6 g�3 to 18.0 g�3. Measured LW# is within the range
236.1 W m�2 to 381.9 W m�2. For Girona there are not
available in situ soundings so we have used two approaches
to substitute this lack of information. First, we assumed that,
when conditions are stable enough (anticyclonic condi-
tions), the atmospheric profiles must be similar for Girona
and Barcelona (located 90 km southward from Girona),
even for the lowest layers, and we have adopted the
soundings from Barcelona in the computation of LW#. All
cases treated correspond to soundings taken at 0000 and
1200 UTC. Second, we have used the profiles obtained
from the ECMWF analysis by interpolating from the 2.5� �
2.5� original grid into a 1 km � 1 km mesh. An interpo-
lation module integrated in the Meso-NH model [Lafore et
al., 1997] has been used. Meso-NH is a nonhydrostatic
mesoscale atmospheric model of the French research
community which is used in a large variety of configura-
tions and it is able to be applicable to all scales ranging from
large (synoptic) scales to small (large eddies) (http://mesonh.
aero.obs-mip.fr/mesonh/). It has been tested in several
boundary regimes with successfully results [Jiménez and
Cuxart, 2005; Cuxart et al., 2007]. In the present work the
profile resolution obtained for the boundary layer (10 m up to
1 km m above the surface) has been degraded to 100 m when
using SBDART. Finally, aerosol load is generally low in
Girona, and its properties have been described by means of
the user model above explained. The resolution used in the
model grid for Girona cases was 100 m for the layers close to
the ground up to 2 km.
[34] For both approaches, we have studied the effect of

introducing into the final scaled profiles the temperature and
water vapor content measured at screen level. Figure 3
shows the temperature and water vapor content profiles
from both sources of information used for Girona, for the
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lower troposphere, and for one particular case (3 August
2005 at 0000 UTC). Also, screen-level values of tempera-
ture and water vapor content, as measured by the surface
station, are shown. These latter values differ from the
surface temperature and vapor content taken from the
profiles. For this case, the sounding from Barcelona over-
estimates the surface temperature at Girona by 7.4 K, while
the analysis overestimates this temperature by 5.0 K as well.
On the other hand, Barcelona sounding underestimates
water content at surface by 0.3 g�3, whereas the analysis
underestimates it by 2.3 g�3. This example is a quite
extreme case: for the whole set of analyzed cases, differ-
ences against surface measurement at Girona are 1.5 ± 1.8 K
(mean ± standard deviation) for the Barcelona soundings
and 0.2±3.3 K for the ECMWF analysis. For the water
vapor content at the surface, differences against measure-
ments at Girona are 0.0 ± 2.9 g�3 for soundings and �0.8 ±
1.9 g�3 for the analysis profiles.
[35] Despite that there are in situ radio soundings in

Payerne, we decided to perform also a test by using the
ECMWF derived profiles at this site. This test allows
comparing a ‘‘best’’ case (in situ sounding available) with
an alternative (the use of the ECMWF profiles) that is
suitable everywhere. The methodology to obtain the latter
profiles was exactly the same that we used for Girona
(explained above), except that the resolution of 10 m from
the surface up to 200 m above was used. When comparing
the surface values of ECMWF profiles with values mea-
sured at the ground station, we found differences of 0.9 ±
1.3 K for temperature and of 0.10 ± 0.47 g�3 for water
vapor content. In general the whole ECMWF profiles
resembled quite well the measured profiles at Payerne
(not shown).

4. Results and Discussion

[36] In this section, we present the comparison of the
model results against the measurements, separately for

Payerne and Girona. Some graphs of agreement are
shown, and regression parameters between calculations
and measurements are given, besides other statistical
parameters: bias (mean deviation, MD, which is the average
of the model results minus the corresponding measured
values) and dispersion (given as the standard deviation of
the differences, SD). At the end of the section, a comparison
of the results in relation with those obtained by using some
simple empirical models from the literature is also
performed. Table 1 summarizes the bias and the dispersion
obtained for the various calculations performed. Also,
Figure 6 shows the final statistics.
[37] The comparison between simulations and measure-

ments for Payerne can be seen in Figure 4a for the whole set
of cloudless nights. The correlation coefficient is higher
than 0.98 and the parameters of the regression are good,
with a slope of 1.02 and an intercept of �7.2 W m�2. A
mean bias of �2.7 W m�2 indicates that the model tends to
underestimate the measurements. Dispersion of the differ-
ences between modeled and measured values (computed
through the SD) is 3.4 W m�2. The mean difference is
statistically significant at 95% level (by applying the
Student t test) given the low dispersion of the differences.
Although we cannot disregard a systematic error in the
measurements, the most likely explanation is that the
measured radiosounding humidity profile is uncertain.
The humidity sensor suffers limitations [e.g., Morland et
al., 2009], and depending on the period, it is possible that
the humidity is somewhat underestimated in the first layers
of the atmosphere by the Payerne radiosounding, when it is
relatively high. An underestimation of the atmospheric
humidity in the model input would make the simulated
DLR seem to be generated from a higher (and colder)
effective emission altitude. This would in turn result in an
underestimation of DLR by the model. The obtained bias is
similar to deviations obtained in previous studies under
similar conditions [Schweizer and Gautier, 1995; Dürr et
al., 2005; Long and Turner, 2008]. For this site (Payerne)

Figure 3. Atmospheric profiles used in the calculations for 3 August 2005 for Girona. Solid lines are
for the radio sounding launched at Barcelona (0000 UTC), dashed lines are for the profile derived
from the ECMWF analysis, and circles are for values measured at the ground-level meteorological
station. (a) Temperature profiles and (b) water vapor profiles.
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we have done a test to assess how much the accuracy of the
modeled LW# depends on the grid resolution at lower
layers, as suggested by Räisänen [1995]. Thus, when the
grid at lower layers was degraded to 100 m (from the
original resolution of 10 m in these lower layers), bias

changed to �3.8 W m�2, whereas standard deviation was
only marginally modified. Therefore, when the resolution of
the grid degrades from 10 to 100 m for the lowest layers, the
agreement between model and measurement is only very
slightly deteriorated. In the light of this analysis, we assume
that for Girona, where resolution near surface was set to
100 m, results were not appreciably affected for using this
lower resolution; that is, resolution did not add an important
contribution to the total deviation of the estimations.
[38] When the atmospheric profiles derived from the

ECMWF analyses have been used (Figure 4b), computed
LW# shows an underestimation of �3.9 W m�2 and a SD of
4.1 W m�2. If the surface-level values of these profiles are
substituted by the values from the meteorological station,
the corresponding MD and SD change to �5.4 W m�2 and
3.5 W m�2. In both cases, the correlation coefficient
between measurements and model estimations is as large
as in the case of using the radio-sounding data (i.e., greater
than 0.98). Keeping in mind the values of MD and SD
obtained when using the radio soundings (previous
paragraph), we find that the effect of using the ECMWF
derived profiles leaves the dispersion of the differences
almost equal, and augments the bias by less of 3 W m�2

in the worst case.
[39] Results for Payerne using the in situ soundings show

a small dispersion of the model-measurement residuals (less
than 3.5 W m�2). This result is obtained under almost ideal
conditions for radiative transfer calculations, since the
availability of soundings should minimize the uncertainties
coming from the input data. This level of agreement
between calculations and measurements was also obtained
in other studies [Dürr et al., 2005; Schweizer and Gautier,

Figure 4. Comparison between modeled and measured LW# at Payerne (only nighttime data), when
(a) in situ soundings plus surface data are used in the model and (b) analyses from ECMWF are used.
Solid circles indicate that the atmospheric profile is extended down to the surface, while the crosses
indicate that temperature and water vapor content at screen level were introduced in the model by means
of modifying the first level of the corresponding profiles. The thin diagonal line is the ideal modeling
equal to measurement response. Best linear fits (not shown) to the represented points are given in the
inserted expressions.

Table 1. Bias and Dispersion of Differences Between Modeling

Estimations and Measurements for Cloudless Cases at Girona and

Payernea

Whole Data Nighttime Daytime

MD SD MD SD MD SD

Sounding+Surface (PAY) �2.7 3.4
ECMWF (PAY) �3.9 4.1
ECMWF+Surface (PAY) �5.4 3.5
Sounding (GIR) 1.8 14.1 7.7 12.5 �8.3 11.3
Sounding+Surface (GIR) �0.7 9.1 �1.4 10.3 0.5 7.4
ECMWF (GIR) 0.4 9.4 2.8 8.6 �3.9 9.9
ECMWF+Surface (GIR) 0.3 9.1 �1.8 8.2 3.8 9.9

Guest (PAY) �4.5 7.4
Guest (GIR) �17.4 27.7 1.9 9.9 �50.6 9.2
Ohmura (PAY) �11.4 8.7
Ohmura (GIR) 7.5 25.7 �9.8 12.8 37.1 7.5
Brunt (PAY) �5.9 5.2
Brunt (GIR) 9.3 13.9 �0.1 3.8 25.5 8.4
Brutsaert (PAY) �1.6 5.2
Brutsaert (GIR) 12.2 13.4 3.3 3.9 27.4 8.9
Andreas (PAY) �19.2 5.2
Andreas (GIR) �11.1 8.1 �11.3 4.9 �4.2 8.1

aAbbreviations: Bias, mean deviation (MD); dispersion, standard
deviation (SD); Girona, GIR; and Payerne (PAY). Units are W m�2.
Sounding (ECMWF) means results for calculations using radio soundings
(analysis from ECMWF) profiles, and Sounding+Surface (ECMWF+Sur-
face) means that the lowest-layer values of the corresponding profiles were
substituted for surface measurements.
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1995]. Thus, we can consider it as a reference for comparison
when using other inputs in the modeling approach or when
applying other schemes to estimate LW#.
[40] Figure 5a shows the agreement with measured LW#

for the various calculations performed for Girona by using
profiles derived from the soundings launched at Barcelona.
Two clusters of points may be distinguished, corresponding
to winter and summer cases. The overall agreement is, of
course, worse than that retrieved for Payerne. The bias
(dispersion) when only the information from Barcelona is
used reaches 7.7 W m�2 (12.4 W m�2) for nighttime
periods, while for daytime we have �8.3 W m�2

(11.3 W m�2). Thus, simulations overestimate for nighttime
and underestimate for daytime situations, probably owing to
lower extreme ground-level temperatures in Barcelona,
given its proximity to the Mediterranean Sea (i.e., climate
in Girona is somewhat more continental type). For the
whole data set, bias reduces to only 1.8 W m�2 (because
of compensation of the positive and negative biases
corresponding to nighttime and daytime cases, respectively),
while dispersion is as high as 14.1 W m�2 (see Table 1).
Since the main cause of these large differences might be the
different local conditions between Barcelona and Girona
that mainly affect the surface layer of the atmospheric
boundary layer, we have used the meteorological measure-
ments at Girona. Thus, when the screen-level conditions at
Girona are introduced in the atmospheric profile from
Barcelona (results also shown in Figure 5a) the agreement
is considerably improved. Indeed, in this case bias for the
whole data set improves up to �0.7 W m�2 and dispersion
also improves up to 9.1 W m�2. More importantly, if we
consider nighttime and daytime periods separately, we
find that the respective biases are also very low, �1.4 and

0.4 W m�2. These results allow stressing the importance of
including the ground-level temperature and humidity in the
profiles. The case with the raw Barcelona profile is useful in
order to assess the uncertainty of the estimations when no
ground information is available, but the second case is more
interesting, and demonstrates how the results may improve
when introducing the ground data. At Payerne, the inclusion
of ground data did not have a so great impact on results,
probably owing to the fact that in Payerne the resolution
used in the first layers (10 m) is higher than in Girona
(100 m) so the ground data is affecting a thinner layer of the
simulated atmosphere.
[41] Figure 5b shows the results for the case of using

atmospheric profiles obtained from the ECMWF analysis.
As in the previous case, we have performed the calculations
by using, first, the complete profile, and second, the same
profile where the ground values have been replaced by
those obtained at the meteorological station. Some improve-
ment of the agreement between modeled and measured
values is apparent in relation with the use of the soundings
from Barcelona, in particular for daytime cases. When we
consider the whole data set, including both nighttime and
daytime, the bias is very low: 0.4 W m�2 when the complete
ECMWF profile is used and 0.3 W m�2 when the local
meteorological information is introduced in the first level;
for these cases, dispersion is 9.4 W m�2 and 9.1 W m�2,
respectively. Thus, the deviation associated with this way of
introducing the atmospheric profile is very similar but lower
than the bias obtained when the sounding from Barcelona
was used. In all these cases, the bias is not statistically
significant (at the 95% level). Table 1 (and Figure 6) shows
the results when nighttime and daytime cases are considered
separately. If we focus on the cases in which surface

Figure 5. Comparison between modeled and measured LW# at Girona when (a) Barcelona soundings
are used in the model and (b) analyses from ECMWF are used. Solid circles indicate that the atmospheric
profile is extended down to the surface, while the crosses indicate that temperature and water vapor
content at screen level were introduced in the model by means of modifying the first level of the
corresponding profiles. The thin diagonal line is the ideal modeling equal to measurement response. Best
linear fits (not shown) to the represented points are given in the inserted expressions.
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information is introduced, the agreement between modeling
and measurements is better for nighttime cases for the
profile obtained from the meteorological analysis. Contrarily,
the profile obtained from the sounding at Barcelona is
better for daytime cases.
[42] LW# was also estimated by means of simple and

semiempirical approaches, obtaining the results that are also
shown in Table 1 (and Figure 6). A number of parameter-
izations for estimating LW#, which mostly use both screen-
level temperature and relative humidity as input data, were
tested. Specifically, we considered the formulas from Brunt
[1932], Brutsaert [1975], Ohmura [1981], Andreas and
Ackley [1982], and Guest [1998]. The main idea for these
parameterizations is to characterize the emissivity of the
whole atmospheric column. The model from Guest depends
only on the screen-level temperature; while the other models

also use water vapor pressure. For the Payerne data (recall,
only nighttime), calculations performed using Brutsaert
formula show the best agreement (in fact, the agreement
is as good as results obtained with the RTM) while Andreas
expression has the worst agreement compared with the
measurements. For the whole Girona data set, calculations
performed with the RTM give, as expected, better results
than these empirical formulas, both regarding bias and
dispersion. On the other hand, Brunt’s parameterization
describes very well LW# at night conditions (both at Girona
and Payerne), based on both bias and dispersion, while
Andreas’ parameterization obtains good agreement indices
in daytime conditions. In general for these simple parame-
terizations, the agreement with measurements is better in
nighttime than in daytime, probably because the ground-
level value of temperature and water vapor pressure is more
representative of the column characteristics during night-
time than during daytime.

5. Conclusions

[43] Downward longwave irradiance incident onto the
surface, LW#, has been calculated for cloudless sky con-
ditions using a one-dimensional radiative transfer model
(SBDART), and the results have been compared with
measurements at two different sites, Payerne (Switzerland)
and Girona (Spain). For Payerne calculations, atmospheric
profiles coming from in situ radio soundings were available.
The calculations showed a good agreement between
modeling and measurements, with a bias (mean deviation)
of �2.7 W m�2, while dispersion (standard deviation) was
only 3.4 W m�2. This value is of the order of the
measurement uncertainty. Thus, we have shown that
SBDART can be used to calculate LW# with results as
good as those obtained with other radiative transfer models.
[44] When no radio soundings are available on the site of

interest, as was the case of Girona, two ways of introducing
the atmospheric profile into the calculations were tested.
First, we used the nearest soundings available, taken at
Barcelona (about 100 km southward Girona). Second, we
introduced synthetic atmospheric profiles coming from a
meteorological model (ECMWF). Biases obtained in the
model-measurement comparison were low, 1.8 W m�2

when using soundings from Barcelona and 0.4 W m�2

when using the synthetic profiles, but dispersion of the
model-measurement differences increased by about four
times for both cases, relative to the Payerne analysis. The
use of surface temperature and water vapor content data
improved LW# calculations, leading to a value of dispersion
(standard deviation of differences) of less than 10 W m�2.
This dispersion may be considered an upper estimation of
the model uncertainty, since in some way it also includes the
measurement uncertainty as well as the possible effect of the
inclusion of some cases that are not absolutely cloudless.
For Girona, differences when considering nighttime and day
time periods separately have also been checked, but neither
the bias nor the dispersion are remarkably different from the
values corresponding to the whole data set, if data from the
ground meteorological station is used for the first layer of
the atmospheric profile.
[45] When the ECMWF derived profiles were used in

Payerne instead of the measured radio soundings, the bias

Figure 6. Bias and standard deviation between modeled
and measured LW# for clear-sky conditions (a) using
nighttime data, (b) using daytime data, and (c) using all the
data.
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between measurements and model estimations was a little
larger than in Girona (even if we compare with the night-
time data only), but dispersion was clearly lower. This
different behavior between Girona and Payerne may be a
result of either the different climatology between the sites,
or the different instruments used for measurements. In
conclusion, the value of 10 W m�2 can be considered a
general estimation of the uncertainty that can be achieved by
radiative transfer modeling for clear sky LW#whenmeasured
in situ atmospheric profiles are not available, so profiles from
the ECMWF analyses and meteorological ground-level data
are used instead. This value could also be used as a reference
when checking the performance of radiative codes included
in detailed regional or global models.
[46] We have also shown that empirical formulas that use

only surface conditions in estimating LW# cannot achieve
the level of accuracy that radiative models do. When
applied to the whole data set (daytime and nighttime data)
either bias, either dispersion, or both statistical parameters
of the comparison (calculation versus measurements)
worsen when any empirical formula is used instead of
radiative modeling.
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